CLASS # 34

PVC YELLOW RAINSUITS
The PVC waterproof material on these 2 piece rain suits is fused with a
cloth backing that gives them strength and keeps the PVC material off your
skin. Plus, they have a loose, mesh lining that provides space and keeps you
cool. All seams are triple rolled and thermo-sealed.
They feature full cut ‘bib type’ overalls and they’re cut extra in the seat
so they don’t ride up to your knees when bending over. They have adjustable
straps, adjustable waist, and they have take-in closures at the ankles.
The jackets have full hoods with built in drawstrings and the zipper on
the jacket is heavy duty and covered by a snapped flap. The arms are rotated
18° so that when you reach out, the cuffs won’t ride up your arm. Imported.

ITEM#:
560
561
562
563
564
XXX
XXXX
XXXXX

DESCRIPTION:
2 PC. PVC YELLOW RAIN SUIT
2 PC. PVC YELLOW RAIN SUIT
2 PC. PVC YELLOW RAIN SUIT
2 PC. PVC YELLOW RAIN SUIT
2 PC. PVC YELLOW RAIN SUIT
2 PC. PVC YELLOW RAIN SUIT
2 PC. PVC YELLOW RAIN SUIT
2 PC. PVC YELLOW RAIN SUIT

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE
XXX-LARGE
4X-LARGE
5X-LARGE

CLASS # 34

3 PIECE GREEN PVC RAIN SUITS
These rain suits are made of a durable PVC that is bonded to a polyester
mesh backing for incredible strength. They’re 100% waterproof yet are fully
ventilated with a cape back and fabric lining so you’ll stay cool.
The jacket has a storm fly, double snapped front with a detachable hood
and drawstring and the snaps are made of Duracron, so the entire suit is non
conductive. The sleeves have been rotated 20° so they don’t ride up to your
elbows.
The pants are the bib type overalls with fully adjustable suspenders and
adjustable sides and are extra cut in the seat so the cuffs won’t ‘ride’ up the
legs. These are suits meant for hard work in foul weather and are available in
a drab olive green. Imported.

ITEM#:
560G
561G
562G
563G
564G

DESCRIPTION:
3 PC. GREEN PVC RAIN SUIT
3 PC. GREEN PVC RAIN SUIT
3 PC. GREEN PVC RAIN SUIT
3 PC. GREEN PVC RAIN SUIT
3 PC. GREEN PVC RAIN SUIT

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

CLASS # 34

GREEN ELASTIC WAIST RAIN SUIT
These olive green rain suits have an elasticized waist and are cut to fit
nicely over clothing. They slip on and off quickly so they are great to have
around in case of light showers.
They also feature elasticized wrists inside regular cuffs and they have
adjustable snaps at the leg closures. The hood is attached, and it even has a
built in visor.
The jacket has a heavy duty zipper with a storm flap over it and the suit
is made of breathable, PVC with a full lining sewn in. Imported.

ITEM#:
G7018M
G7018L
G7018XL
G7018XXL

DESCRIPTION:
GREEN ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
GREEN ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
GREEN ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
GREEN ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT

SIZE:
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

CLASS # 34

YELLOW ELASTIC WAIST RAIN SUIT
These yellow rain suits have an elasticized waist and are cut to fit well
over clothing. They slip on and off quickly so they’re great to have around in
case of light showers.
They have elastic wrists inside regular cuffs and they have adjustable
snaps at the leg closures. The hood is attached, and even has a built in visor.
The jacket has a heavy duty zipper with a storm flap over it and the
suit is made of breathable, PVC with a full lining sewn in. Imported.

ITEM#:
Y7018S
Y7018M
Y7018L
Y7018XL
Y7018XXL

DESCRIPTION:
YELLOW ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
YELLOW ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
YELLOW ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
YELLOW ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
YELLOW ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

CLASS # 34

BLUE ELASTIC WAIST RAIN SUIT
These blue rain suits have an elasticized waist and are cut to fit well over
clothing. They slip on and off quickly so they’re great to have around in case
of light showers.
They feature elastic wrists inside regular cuffs and they have adjustable
snaps at the leg closures. The hood is attached, and even has a built in visor.
The jacket has a heavy duty zipper with a storm flap over it and the suit
is made of breathable, PVC with a full lining sewn in. Imported.

ITEM#:
B7018S
B7018M
B7018L
B7018XL
B7018XXL

DESCRIPTION:
BLUE ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
BLUE ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
BLUE ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
BLUE ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT
BLUE ELASTIC WAIST RAINSUIT

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE

CLASS # 34

DISPOSABLE RAIN SUITS
These light duty disposable rain suits are identical to the heavy duty rain
suits in appearance, they are even made from the same PVC material but are
lighter in weight and not made for heavy use.
The jacket features a detachable hood with snaps and the pants have an
elastic waist band for a more secure fit. Both the pants and jacket are a high
visibility yellow and 100% waterproof, and even though they are considered
‘disposable’, they can be worn many times before throwing away. Imported

ITEM#:
9020S
9020M
9020L
9020XL
9020XXL
9020XXXL

DESCRIPTION:
DISPOSABLE YELLOW RAIN SUIT
DISPOSABLE YELLOW RAIN SUIT
DISPOSABLE YELLOW RAIN SUIT
DISPOSABLE YELLOW RAIN SUIT
DISPOSABLE YELLOW RAIN SUIT
DISPOSABLE YELLOW RAIN SUIT

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE
XXX-LARGE

CLASS # 34

RUBBER RAIN SUITS

These rain suits are made for extremely
bad weather conditions. They’re heavy duty
rubber bonded to textile sheeting. All seams
are rolled, then double stitched, and taped
for extra water repellency.
The parka type top has heavy duty, big
zippers that you can handle with gloves on.
They also have a storm flap with a Velcro
closure over the zipper and the roomy hood
has adjustable drawstrings.
The cuffs on the jacket and the ankles
of the pants have adjustable snap-closers to
take up slack in the material. The jacket also
features two large pockets and the back and
underarms are fully ventilated.
The wide suspenders on the bib style
overalls have elastic in the back and metal
fasteners. And because these are work suits,
they’re cut a little extra in the seat so they
don’t ride up on you or bind you anywhere.

ITEM#:
R560
R561
R562
R563
580
581

DESCRIPTION:
RUBBER YELLOW RAIN SUIT
RUBBER YELLOW RAIN SUIT
RUBBER YELLOW RAIN SUIT
RUBBER YELLOW RAIN SUIT
RUBBER YELLOW RAIN SUIT
RUBBER YELLOW RAIN SUIT

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE
XXX-LARGE

CLASS # 34

48” LONG ORANGE RAIN COATS

These high visibility, orange rain coats
are 48” in length and feature the storm fly
front with Duracon snaps, detachable hood
with drawstrings and two flap pockets.
They are constructed of a heavy duty
PVC and have underarm vents and a cape
ventilated back.
These coats provide rain protection to
just below the knees and the bright orange
color makes them perfect for working in
areas where high visibility is required for
safety purposes.

ITEM#:
OLRC560
OLRC561
OLRC562
OLRC563
OLRC564
OLRC565

DESCRIPTION:
48” LONG ORANGE RAINCOAT
48” LONG ORANGE RAINCOAT
48” LONG ORANGE RAINCOAT
48” LONG ORANGE RAINCOAT
48” LONG ORANGE RAINCOAT
48” LONG ORANGE RAINCOAT

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE
XXX-LARGE

CLASS # 34

48” LONG RAIN COATS

These heavy duty raincoats are 48” long
and hang past the knees for full protection
when you don’t want to climb into a two
piece rain suit.
Perfect for those fast stops, short trips,
quick estimates, these rain coats give you
all the protection you need; They feature
detachable hoods, non-conductive snaps,
and have two large flapped pockets.
They are fully ventilated to keep heat
build-up out, but retain some warmth and
they even have a badge holder for security
work.
These jackets are very popular with law
enforcement, fire officials, contractors and
park or forest rangers, as well as highway
patrol or any one working outside.

ITEM#:
LRC560
LRC561
LRC562
LRC563
LRC564
LRC565

DESCRIPTION:
48” LONG RAIN COAT
48” LONG RAIN COAT
48” LONG RAIN COAT
48” LONG RAIN COAT
48” LONG RAIN COAT
48” LONG RAIN COAT

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE
XXX-LARGE

CLASS # 34

RAIN JACKETS
These are the same rain jackets that are in our two piece yellow rain suits.
They are cut so that they fall below the hip, but not as long as our orange or
yellow raincoats, which fall past the knees.
They have built in hoods with the drawstrings, and the full length zippers
are covered by a Velcro storm fly. These are work jackets, which means that
when you reach out and do some work, the arms don’t ride up your elbows.
They are PVC jackets with a mesh lining to keep you cool and have snap
closures on the wrists to cinch them down in foul weather.

ITEM:
J560
J561
J562
J563
J564
JXXX

DESCRIPTION:
YELLOW PVC RAIN JACKET
YELLOW PVC RAIN JACKET
YELLOW PVC RAIN JACKET
YELLOW PVC RAIN JACKET
YELLOW PVC RAIN JACKET
YELLOW PVC RAIN JACKET

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE
XXX-LARGE

CLASS #34

CLASS III RAIN JACKETS AND PANTS
These rain jackets and rain pants are lightweight and waterproof and are ANSI
class 3compliant for safety. The jackets have a waterproof outer shell constructed
of 300-denier, polyurethane-coated, fluorescent polyester oxford. They have a twotone design for a clean, stylish look and include level 2, ANSI certified, 2” silver
reflective stripes.
They feature waterproof, taped seams, polyester mesh lining, full length storm
flap with heavy duty zipper and snaps, elastic cuffs, removable hood that tucks into
the collar, and 3 pockets with Velcro® flaps. Meets ANSI 107-2004, EN 471 Class
3 standards.
The pants are made with ANSI certified 2” reflective stripes, an elastic waist
with drawstrings, adjustable ankle straps and two side slits for inner pocket access.
Jackets and pants have Dupont Teflon® fabric protector.

ITEM#:
C3JM
C3JL
C3JXL
C3JXXL
C3J3XL
C3J4XL
C3J5XL

ITEM#:
C3PM
C3PL
C3PXL
C3PXXL
C3P3XL
C3P4XL

DESCRIPTION:
CLASS 3 RAIN PANTS
CLASS 3 RAIN PANTS
CLASS 3 RAIN PANTS
CLASS 3 RAIN PANTS
CLASS 3 RAIN PANTS
CLASS 3 RAIN PANTS

DESCRIPTION:
CLASS 3 RAIN JACKET
CLASS 3 RAIN JACKET
CLASS 3 RAIN JACKET
CLASS 3 RAIN JACKET
CLASS 3 RAIN JACKET
CLASS 3 RAIN JACKET
CLASS 3 RAIN JACKET

SIZE:
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL

SIZE:
M
L
XL
XXL
3XL
4XL
5XL

CLASS # 34

VINYL PONCHOS
These are weather proof and waterproof ponchos made of heavy gauge
vinyl and feature permanently attached hoods. All seams are electronically
welded for strength and durability and they are large, one size fits all.
They measures 50” x 80” and have snaps down the middle and a vinyl
pouch for storage. Available in either camouflage or bright orange and come
in a reusable plastic pouch for storing. Import

ITEM#:
7010VPO

DESCRIPTION:
ORANGE - VINYL PONCHO

7010VPC

CAMOUFLAGE - VINYL PONCHO

CLASS # 34

DISPOSABLE POLY COVERALLS
These coveralls are a polypropylene fabric that is a soft, durable material
made from spun bonded, extruded polypropylene fibers. They’re lightweight
garments that offer excellent, inexpensive protection against dirt and grime.
Use when performing non hazardous duties including maintenance work,
or any dirty and dusty jobs. The coveralls have set in sleeves and a full front
zipper. They’re white in color and provide a longer than average service life.
Not to be confused with Tyvek® or paper coveralls. (Booties not included.)

ITEM#:
5030M
5030L
5030XL
5030XXL
5030XXXL

SIZE:
MED.
LRG
X-LG.
XX-LG.
XXX-LG.

DESCRIPTION:
DISPOSABLE COVERALL
DISPOSABLE COVERALL
DISPOSABLE COVERALL
DISPOSABLE COVERALL
DISPOSABLE COVERALL

5030MWH
5030LWH
5030XLWH
5030XXLWH

MED.
LRG.
X-LG.
XX-LG.

DISPOSABLE COVERALL W/HOOD
DISPOSABLE COVERALL W/HOOD
DISPOSABLE COVERALL W/HOOD
DISPOSABLE COVERALL W/HOOD

CLASS # 34

BLUE LIQUID PROOF COVERALLS
These are liquid proof, protective coveralls for almost any application
and are worn for protection during painting, spraying, fogging, etc.
They have a special Polyethylene coating to repel liquids, oils, grease,
and resins. They’re cool, breathable and comfortable, and designed for a full
range of movement.
They have elastic cuffs, open ankles, an attached hood and are easy to
get in and out of. They have the full length zipper and can be washed in cold
water and re used.
Although rated for non-hazardous use, moisture and contaminants are
restricted from passing through these coveralls. Light blue in color. Booties
not included.

ITEM#:
5050L
5050XL
5050XXL
5050XXXL

SIZE:
LRG.
X-LG.
XX-LG.
XXX-LG.

DESCRIPTION:
BLUE LIQUID PROOF COVERALLS
BLUE LIQUID PROOF COVERALLS
BLUE LIQUID PROOF COVERALLS
BLUE LIQUID PROOF COVERALLS

CLASS # 34

FULL CUT VINYL APRON

These tough aprons are an 8 gauge vinyl
that’s soft and pliable, yet they hold up to
the worst abuse.
They’re 35” wide by 47” long and wrap
around for full coverage on the sides and
are long enough to cover your boots.
The outside seams are rolled and sealed.
The neck strap is wide, comfortable, and
adjustable at the buckle snaps.
They are resistant to most acids, grease,
fats, dyes, ink, dirt, grime, and blood. One
size fits all.

ITEM#:
APRON

DESCRIPTION:
FULL CUT VINYL APRON

CLASS # 34

DENIM APRONS
These industrial denim aprons are used in machine shops, repair shops,
schools, industrial maintenance, and many other facilities where clothing is
subject to dirt, grease, dust and other materials.
They are 28” wide and 36” long, reaching just below the knees. They’re
bib type with a sewn denim neck loop and webbed nylon waist strings. They
are double stitched for durability and feature a big pocket at waist level.
Made from the same denim material used for blue jeans and completely
washable, so they’ll last for years.

ITEM#:
559

DESCRIPTION:
DENIM BIB APRON 28” x 36”

CLASS # 34

5 BUCKLE ARCTIC BOOTS
These are a five buckle, over the shoe, lined arctic boots. They’re made
of a heavy duty seamless rubber outer that’s molded to an arctic sole, rubber
lower. They have a wide steel shank plate to provide arch support and are a
‘full cut’ with an extra wide last.
They’re called ‘arctic boots’ because they feature a fully knitted blanket
lining inside. The durable metal buckles adjust for a perfect fit and they have
safety grip knurled soles and heels. Available in sizes from 6 to 14 (order the
same size as your shoe size).

ITEM#:
FBB6
FBB7
FBB8
FBB9
FBB10
FBB11
FBB12
FBB13
FBB14

DESCRIPTION:
5 BUCKLE ARCTIC BOOTS
5 BUCKLE ARCTIC BOOTS
5 BUCKLE ARCTIC BOOTS
5 BUCKLE ARCTIC BOOTS
5 BUCKLE ARCTIC BOOTS
5 BUCKLE ARCTIC BOOTS
5 BUCKLE ARCTIC BOOTS
5 BUCKLE ARCTIC BOOTS
5 BUCKLE ARCTIC BOOTS

SIZE:
SIZE 6
SIZE 7
SIZE 8
SIZE 9
SIZE 10
SIZE 11
SIZE 12
SIZE 13
SIZE 14

CLASS # 34

RUBBER BOOTS
These boots are constructed of high quality rubber and at 16” high, reach
almost to the knee. They are fully lined with hosiery cloth, that’s designed to
insulate yet keep your feet from sweating.
They have shiny black uppers with cleated red soles and heels. They are
reinforced at all the stress points for strength and durability. They are a plain
toe, but have a steel shank that is molded into the heel and sole. Available in
sizes 6 to 13.

ITEM#:
BOOT6
BOOT7
BOOT8
BOOT9
BOOT10
BOOT11
BOOT12
BOOT13

DESCRIPTION:
16” RUBBER BOOTS
16” RUBBER BOOTS
16” RUBBER BOOTS
16” RUBBER BOOTS
16” RUBBER BOOTS
16” RUBBER BOOTS
16” RUBBER BOOTS
16” RUBBER BOOTS

SIZE:
SIZE 6
SIZE 7
SIZE 8
SIZE 9
SIZE 10
SIZE 11
SIZE 12
SIZE 13

CLASS # 34

STEEL TOE PVC KNEE BOOTS
These top quality boots feature steel toes that meet ASTM F2413-05 testing for
foot protection. (ASTM = Active Standard Test Methods developed in the book of
standards.)
They have two-stage injection molded construction and anti-skid soles and are
reinforced at all critical stress points. The cushion insoles are removable and these
boots are made for superior fit and comfort. Available in sizes 8 through 13 and all
sizes are 16” high.

ITEM#:
STBOOT8
STBOOT9
STBOOT10
STBOOT11
STBOOT12
STBOOT13

DESCRIPTION:
16” PVC STEEL TOE BOOTS
16” PVC STEEL TOE BOOTS
16” PVC STEEL TOE BOOTS
16” PVC STEEL TOE BOOTS
16” PVC STEEL TOE BOOTS
16” PVC STEEL TOE BOOTS

SIZE:
SIZE 8
SIZE 9
SIZE 10
SIZE 11
SIZE 12
SIZE 13

CLASS # 34

DISPOSABLE SHOE COVERS
These blue, spun poly, disposable shoe and boot covers are used in labs,
hospitals, and by service technicians everywhere who work both indoors and
outdoors at the same job.
These disposable ‘booties’ are used when going from service trucks or
anywhere outside to a clean, indoor environment. They feature an elasticized
upper to conform to the top of any boot or shoe and have non skid soles that
prevent slipping on polished floors.
These covers will fit either the right or left foot and are packed 100 per
dispenser box. Imported

ITEM#:
SCOVER

DESCRIPTION:
DISPOSABLE SHOE COVERS (100 PK)

CLASS # 34

LIQUID PROOF COVERALLS
W/ HOOD AND BOOTIES
These super tough, poly coated coveralls can be used under houses, in
crawl spaces, underground, just about anywhere to protect your clothes from
paints, dirt, grease, etc.
They’re full coverage suits with one piece protection from your shoes
to the top of your head and they have heavy duty zippers that snug up to the
neck and will not break down under heavy use.
They’re cut for comfort and won’t hinder the movement of your arms
while working. They also breathe through the material while keeping all the
moisture and dirt out.

ITEM#:
5050LWHB
5050XLWHB
5050XXLWHB
5050XXXLWHB
5050XXXXLWHB

SIZE:
LG
XL
XXL
XXXL
XXXXL

DESCRIPTION:
LIQUID COVERALL W/ HOOD / BOOT
LIQUID COVERALL W/ HOOD / BOOT
LIQUID COVERALL W/ HOOD / BOOT
LIQUID COVERALL W/ HOOD / BOOT
LIQUID COVERALL W/ HOOD / BOOT

CLASS # 34

DISPOSABLE COVERALL
W/ HOOD AND BOOTIES
These are super tough, spun cloth and paper coveralls that you can wear
under houses, in crawl spaces, underground or just about anywhere else you
need to protect your clothing from dirt, dust, and grime.
They are full coverage suits with a full, one piece, protection from your
feet to the top of your head and have a heavy duty zipper that snugs up to the
neck and will not break down under heavy use.
They’re cut for comfort and won’t hinder movement of your arms while
working. They also breathe through the material while still keeping out dirt,
dust and grime.

ITEM#:
5030MWHB
5030LWHB
5030XLWHB
5030XXLWHB
5030XXXLWHB

SIZE:
MED.
LRG.
X-LRG.
XX-LRG.
XXX-LRG.

DESCRIPTION:
DISP. COVERALL W/ HOOD & BOOT
DISP. COVERALL W/ HOOD & BOOT
DISP. COVERALL W/ HOOD & BOOT
DISP. COVERALL W/ HOOD & BOOT
DISP. COVERALL W/ HOOD & BOOT

CLASS # 34

HI-VIZ 48” RAINCOAT
These are the same rain coats used by highway workers and are visible
from hundreds of yards away. They feature large silver, reflective stripes on
the back, the cuffs and the storm flap.
They are 100% waterproof with electronically sealed seams, and cut so
that you can work in them without getting all bound up. They have a 35mm
thick jacket of vinyl over polyester, and cut with raglan sleeves and a storm
flap front. Also large side entry pockets, fully vented backs, non conductive
snaps and buckles, and a detachable hood with a drawstring and snaps.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

48” in length
Vinyl on polyester
Storm flap front
Snap on hood
Take-up snaps on sleeves
Ventilated back
Underarm vents
2 side entry pockets with slash
through access
• 2” reflective tape across back,
around cuffs, and vertical on
storm flap
• High visibility lime green

ITEM#:
HV1870CS
HV1870CM
HV1870CL
HV1870CXL
HV1870CXXL
HV1870CXXXL
HV1870C4XL
HV1870C5XL
HV1870C6XL

DESCRIPTION:
NEESE HI-VIZ 48” RAIN COAT
NEESE HI-VIZ 48” RAIN COAT
NEESE HI-VIZ 48” RAIN COAT
NEESE HI-VIZ 48” RAIN COAT
NEESE HI-VIZ 48” RAIN COAT
NEESE HI-VIZ 48” RAIN COAT
NEESE HI-VIZ 48” RAIN COAT
NEESE HI-VIZ 48” RAIN COAT
NEESE HI-VIZ 48” RAIN COAT

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
2X-LARGE
3X-LARGE
4X-LARGE
5X-LARGE
6X-LARGE

CLASS # 34

HI-VIZ LIME GREEN RAINSUIT
These are the same rain suits you see on highway workers from hundreds
of yards away. They feature the large, silver, reflective stripes on very bright
lime green material.
They are 100% waterproof with electronically sealed seams, and they’re
cut so that you can work in them without getting bound up. The jacket is cut
with raglan sleeves and a storm flap front with two large side entry pockets
and a vented back. The hood is completely detachable.
The trousers are bib type with a fly and are cut a little extra in the seat so
when you bend over, your pant legs won’t ride up to your knees. These suits
have non-conductive snaps and buckles, and the large 2 inch wide reflective
silver stripes; two on each sleeve and pant leg, and one large reflective stripe
down the middle of the front and across the back shoulders. IMPORTED

ITEM#:
HV1820S
HV1820M
HV1820L
HV1820XL
HV1820XXL
HV1820XXXL
HV18204XL
HV18205XL
HV18206XL

SIZE:
SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X-LARGE
XX-LARGE
3X-LARGE
4X-LARGE
5X-LARGE
6X-LARGE

DESCRIPTION:
HI VISIBILITY RAINSUIT
HI VISIBILITY RAINSUIT
HI VISIBILITY RAINSUIT
HI VISIBILITY RAINSUIT
HI VISIBILITY RAINSUIT
HI VISIBILITY RAINSUIT
HI VISIBILITY RAINSUIT
HI VISIBILITY RAINSUIT
HI VISIBILITY RAINSUIT

CLASS # 60

HEATED CAMOUFLAGE JACKETS
These innovative cordless heated jackets are great for outdoor use;
hiking, camping, hunting, fishing, and various other outside activities.
Perfect for ground, rocks, deadfalls and open areas.
They are multi-layered soft shell jackets that are heated with the same
M12 Red Lithium battery used to power Milwaukee M12 power tools. The
battery sits in a pocket on the back and the temperature is adjusted by an
easy touch controller on the chest of the jacket.
These jackets are wind and water resistant and have two hand pockets
and a chest pocket as well as a hood with drawstring. They provide 6 hours
of warmth on a single charge and distribute heat to 3 body zones. Includes
(1) M12 battery and (1) M12 quick charger. Hand wash recommended (with
battery removed).
Specifications:
Realtree Xtra™ Camouflage
5 Carbon Fiber Heating Elements
Special Polyester Fabric Blend
Water & Wind Resistant
Concealed Heat Controller
Durable Back Patch
USB Controller W/ Fuel Gauge Charges
Portable Electronic Devices

ITEM#:
PM2343M
PM2343L
PM2343XL
PM2343XXL
PM2343XXXL

DESCRIPTION:
M12 HEATED JACKET - CAMO - MEDIUM
M12 HEATED JACKET - CAMO - LARGE
M12 HEATED JACKET - CAMO - XLARGE
M12 HEATED JACKET - CAMO - XXLARGE
M12 HEATED JACKET - CAMO - XXXLARGE

CLASS # 60

HEATED RED JACKETS
These innovative cordless heated jackets are great for outdoor use;
jobsite, hiking, camping, hunting, fishing, and other outside activities.
Perfect for ground, rocks, deadfalls and open areas.
They are multi-layered soft shell jackets that are heated with the same
M12 Red Lithium battery used to power Milwaukee M12 power tools. The
battery sits in a pocket on the back and the temperature is adjusted by an
easy touch controller on the chest of the jacket.
These jackets are wind and water resistant and have two hand pockets
and a chest pocket as well as a hood with drawstring. They provide 6 hours
of warmth on a single charge and distribute heat to 3 body zones. Includes
(1) M12 battery and (1) M12 quick charger. Hand wash recommended (with
battery removed).
Specifications:
5 Carbon Fiber Heating Elements
Water & Wind Resistant
Concealed Heat Controller
Durable Back Patch
USB Controller W/ Fuel Gauge Charges
Portable Electronic Devices

ITEM#:
PM2341M
PM2341L
PM2341XL
PM2341XXL
PM2341XXXL

DESCRIPTION:
M12 HEATED JACKET - RED - MEDIUM
M12 HEATED JACKET - RED - LARGE
M12 HEATED JACKET - RED - XLARGE
M12 HEATED JACKET - RED - XXLARGE
M12 HEATED JACKET - RED - XXXLARGE

CLASS # 60

HEATED HI-VIS JACKETS
These innovative cordless heated jackets are great for outdoor use on the
jobsite, roadside construction, hiking, camping, hunting, fishing, and various
other outside activities.
They are multi-layered soft shell jackets that are heated with the same
M12 Red Lithium battery used to power Milwaukee M12 power tools. The
battery sits in a pocket on the back and the temperature is adjusted by an
easy touch controller on the chest of the jacket.
These jackets are wind and water resistant and have two hand pockets
and a chest pocket as well as a hood with drawstring. They provide 6 hours
of warmth on a single charge and distribute heat to 3 body zones. Includes
(1) M12 battery and (1) M12 quick charger. Hand wash recommended (with
battery removed).
Specifications:
3M Scotchlite™ Reflective Material
ANSI/ISEA 107-2010 Class III Compliant
300-Denier, 100% Polyester Outer Shell
Water & Wind Resistant
Concealed Heat Controller
Hidden Inside Pocket

ITEM#:
PM2347M
PM2347L
PM2347XL
PM2347XXL
PM2347XXXL

DESCRIPTION:
M12 HEATED JACKET -HI-VIS - MEDIUM
M12 HEATED JACKET -HI-VIS - LARGE
M12 HEATED JACKET -HI-VIS - XLARGE
M12 HEATED JACKET -HI-VIS - XXLARGE
M12 HEATED JACKET -HI-VIS - XXXLARGE

CLASS # 60

12 VOLT HEATED JACKETS
These innovative cordless heated jackets are great for outdoor use on the
jobsite, sports events, hiking, camping hunting fishing, concerts and various
other outside activities.
These soft shell jackets are heated with a 12 volt rechargeable LithiumIon battery for up to 6 hours of heated runtime on low. They have three
quick warming zones: two chest zones and one back zone and will heat up in
just minutes.
They are wind and water resistant and adjustable for maximum comfort,
fit and warmth. There are five large convenient pockets: two hand pockets,
one cell phone chest pocket, one large document pocket, and one battery
holster/controller storage pocket. Power electronic devices with the USB
battery backup power access on the battery.

ITEM#:
PBHJM
PBHJL
PBHJXL
PBHJXXL
PBHJXXXL

DESCRIPTION:
BOSCH HEATED JACKET - MEDIUM
BOSCH HEATED JACKET - LARGE
BOSCH HEATED JACKET - X-LARGE
BOSCH HEATED JACKET - XX-LARGE
BOSCH HEATED JACKET - XXX-LARGE

